Welcome to

Winter in Greece

About us
Fitnessingreece is a modern creative team consisting of coaches,
physical education teachers, business coaches, business
consultants, economists and Tour Operators.

2015 -2022

80 Events

15 Countries

1520 Participants

Winter in Greece
Is a sport & wellness tourism event. It combines holidays,
transfer, training, wellness, hiking, running, food, drink,
entertainment and special Greek hospitality.

LOCATION: LAGKADIA
Lagadia in Arcadia is a village in Gortynia, built on a steep
mountain slope. It is the homeland of well -known fighters of
1821. Named all over Greece there were the Lagadian
builders, with a rich architectural tradition, which is evident in
the village itself. In antiquity, the area passed through the road
leading to Olympia, where the Olympics were taking place.

ACCESS
2.30 hours from Athens
Bus from Athens (Included)
Not Available

The Event

HOTEL
“Kentrikon" is one of the oldest hotels in the area
with a long tradition in hospitality. Today it is at
the same time a modern hotel unit that offers you
the ideal family residence experience.
It is housed in a traditional stone -built three storey building, dominating the center of the
village. But in a settlement so harmoniously
integrated into the natural environment, center
does not mean far from nature. On the contrary,
the "central" is built on the edge of the ravine with
most of its rooms enjoying its magnificent view.
A view you can also enjoy from the hotel's roof
garden. Its spaces are warm and simple elegant.
They blend harmoniously with the traditional
architectural view of the place, and are
appropriately designed to provide excellent
functionality to small and large guests.
Modern services and its extremely friendly
atmosphere provide you with an unforgettable
stay.

INCLUDED

• Accommodation (Hotel Kentrikon Resort 9.1 Rate In Booking)
• Half Board at the hotel
• Transfer from & to Athens
• Participation in the rich fitness program (Yoga, Pilates, Cross, etc.)
• Hiking in the Lousios Canyon
• Local transport to Dimitsana, Stemnitsa & Vytina
• Fitnessingreece experienced team with first aid knowledge
• Experienced hiking guides with appropriate equipment
• Party
• Snacks, waters, etc.
• Tourist Guide in Greek
• Liability insurance

NOT INCLUDED

• Refreshments, beverages, food, etc.
• Hotel taxes (2.00 EURO per room)

• That not mentioned in the above program

HIKING
Mileage Hiking Route: 5 kilometers
Duration: 3 - 3.5 hours
Maximum altitude: 869 meters
Minimum altitude: 355 meters
Level of difficulty: Easy (2)

Undoubtedly one of the most imposing canyons in Greece full of rich nature and
uninterrupted historical continuity! In addition to a place of high ecological
importance, the canyon has also been declared archaeological site and is under the
protection of the Ministry of Culture! The hiking in the Lucius Gorge starts from the
New Philosopher Monastery. The trail passes through the Old Monastery of
Philosophy and descends to the riverbed of the Lucius River. Our route then goes up
to the Monastery of the Holy Forerunner, where we take a short break for rest. Here
we have the opportunity to enjoy the amazing view with a Greek coffee, a common
treat of the monks. After recovering our energy, we go down to Ancient Gortyn with
its Asclepius, where our beautiful hike ends!

Basic equipment for hiking:
• Waterproof, even disposable in case of rain
• Backpack to transport basic species
• Comfortable clothes and shoes suitable for hiking
• Hiking Baton (optional)
• Water (at least 1.5 lt), snacks etc.
• Specific medication (eg. allergies, asthma etc.)

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 25/11
• 10:00 Departure by bus from Athens (OAKA, Eirini Station)
Arrival in Korinthos for 30’
• 14:00 Check In | Free time
• 17:15 Strength Training | Duration 45’ | Level: For All
• 18:00 Cross Training | Duration 45’ | Level: Intermediate
• 18:30 Pilates | Duration 45’ | Level: For All
• 19:15 Hatha Yoga | Duration 45’ | Level: For All
• 21:00 Dinner
• 23:00 Time for drinks!

SUNDAY 27/11
• 08:30
• 10:00
• 10:30
• 12:00
• 13:30
• 14:00
• 16:30

Breakfast
Yoga Nidra | Duration 30’ | Level: For All
Yoga Yin Yan | Duration 30’ | Level: For All
Check Out
Departure For Vitina
Arrival / Free Time
Departure for Athens

SATURDAY 26/11
• 07:30 Breakfast
• 08:45 Departure for Hiking
• 09:45 Hiking in Lousios Canyon & Masterclass Stretching
• 14:30 Arrival in Dimitsana / Free Time
• 17:00 Departure for Dimitsana
• 19:30 Team Building Activities Duration 75’ | Level: For All
• 21:00 Dinner
• 23:00 Party

Fitnessingreece primarily for safety and secondarily for better service to participants reserves the right to modify the schedule without notice

Imagine yourself with us!

PRICES

These prices are for early bird booking until 25/10. Then, the prices will rate 50 euro.

ΣΑ1

PAYMENTS
€
E-banking payment
Cash payment
Payment in cash is
made at the company's
offices

Card

Card payment can be made
online with link, which we will
send you

Payment by e-banking is
made by transferring
money to the company's
accounts
The currency concerns
exclusively the Euro
Possible charges from
exchange rates are borne
exclusively by the buyer

Creating value relationships
What you need to know before participating in our events
• Participation in the trip means that you have read and
understood this program, and you fully agree with what is stated.
• Participation in the trip means that you unequivocally accept the
Terms & Conditions that exist on our site
• In order for your participation to be valid, you must state your
details by contacting the sales department, and depositing an
advance or a lump sum which will be agreed within the time limit
given to you by the sales department
• The advance payment is made either by cash, by webanking,
or by using a credit / debit card with a one-time charge.
• Our company is not responsible for any problem related to
travel documents (covid, rapid test, self test, pcr, green pass,
identity, passport)
• More information regarding the company's pricing policy,
cancellation policy, etc. you will in Terms & Conditions

“Remember”
Fitnessingreece invests in long-term value relationships,
for this very reason we do not hide unpleasant surprises or
small letters in our agreement. If you feel that you do not
understand something enough, do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours Sincerely,
The team

